A smarter way to luxury.
A more sophisticated shower solution.

Design is an integral part of the QuickDrain experience. Elegance and performance working together in tandem, a seamless blend of style and engineering.

More than a linear drain, QuickDrain is a sophisticated curbed or curbless total shower solution, full of refined detail.

Beautiful design is one thing. Pairing it with superior performance is another. Every engineering and design choice was intended to make QuickDrain as efficient as it is appealing.
High-end. Not high-cost.

With a PVC drain body, ShowerLine is the most cost-effective solution in the QuickDrain product line. It’s the perfect choice for tub-to-shower conversions and for projects that need to maximize the return on investment.

With ShowerLine, you can achieve a high-end look without breaking the bank.

TUB-TO-SHOWER CONVERSIONS
Fast, efficient way to modernize a shower.

AFFORDABLE
The latest in shower innovation at a competitive price.

HOSPITALITY APPLICATION
The go-to linear drain for installation in hospitality projects.
Performance in curbless...

When QuickDrain is installed with a curbless entrance, it creates an easy, seamless transition from dry to wet areas in the bathroom.

**Universal Design & ADA Compliance**
The roll-in shower is a hallmark of universal design, making the shower easily accessible to all ages and abilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. It also provides a clean and expansive look, from traditional to modern aesthetics.

**Improved Hygiene**
A curbless QuickDrain shower can be designed with larger format tiles, reducing the number of grout joints and seams where mold, mildew and grime can take hold.

**Flooring Options**
There are nearly limitless design options, as QuickDrain makes it possible to use nearly any imaginable finish or flooring material.
and curbed showers.

Shower curbs serve as the barrier between the shower pan and the rest of the bathroom floor. QuickDrain can offer an attractive solution in these scenarios.

Versatile
With QuickDrain, there’s no need to move plumbing or adjust the shower pan. QuickDrain can adapt to almost any existing plumbing condition.

Showers Without an ADA Requirement
When wheelchair accessibility is not necessary, QuickDrain installations with a curbed shower can give a bathroom a sense of separation from the rest of the room and help visually frame the shower area.

Flexible Orientation
QuickDrain can be placed in any orientation in the shower, just as long as it runs from wall to wall to effectively promote water drainage.
Simple installation.
Wall-to-wall coverage.

One plane. No errors.
Instead of a four-way compound slope toward the drain, the QuickDrain shower system requires only a one-directional slope. This improves drainage, giving water one uniform path toward the drain, minimizing installation errors.

All in a matter of hours.
Projects with a traditional mud bed and pan liner application require a minimum of two days of construction, waiting for mortar to set. The QuickSlope panel system can be completely installed in less than one day.

Less labor.
The QuickDrain system allows installers to move on to the next job quickly. The pre-sloped PET panels eliminate the need to float a pitched mud bed and wait for it to cure, saving big on labor cost.

Adjustable height.
Stackable spacers mean installers can easily adjust the drain cover after installation to ensure the cover is flush with the floor.

Adjustable length.
Trough extensions and covers can be trimmed at the jobsite after the body is installed, providing wall-to-wall coverage.

Versatility.
QuickDrain can be installed by connecting to the drain waste line or used with a traditional 2-piece clamping collar drain body.
The most complete linear drain system.

QuickDrain is a complete shower system that reimagines how a linear drain should perform and be installed. QuickDrain slashes construction time, saves on cost and minimizes impact on customers.

Complete Water Evacuation
Whereas a traditional center drain requires a custom slope from a variety of directions, QuickDrain is situated parallel to the shower entry, creating a single flat surface, with stable and consistent flooring. And, the drain sits shallow enough in the subfloor, eliminating the need to recess the entire shower floor.

Most importantly, QuickDrain’s QuickFlow System creates wall-to-wall coverage and promotes the effective and efficient drainage of water.
Custom drains for any installation.

In collaboration with world-renowned designer Michael Graves, known for creating enduring, deeply human design solutions, we are proud to offer two captivating cover designs exclusive to QuickDrain: Stream & Cosmo.

Linear Drain Cover Designs

Cosmo  Horizontal  Vertical  TileIn  Lines  Stream  Element
Sample SHOWERLINE Kit

The ShowerLine drain body is made of PVC and is available in six standard sizes and four outlet configurations. ShowerLine offers the same flexible linear drain solution for both new and retrofit applications.
Ordering ShowerLine is fast & simple.

When you’re ready, you’ll contact your local QuickDrain USA dealer to place your order.

To make the ordering process seamless, complete the following simple steps to guide you through the process:

1. Verify structural integrity within shower footprint (level sub-floor and square framing).

2. Sketch the desired shower layout with measurements – include drain location and sub-floor material.

3. ShowerLine Selection - Choose the following:
   a. Drain Body Length - according to what will fit into the space.
   b. Waste Outlet - vertical or side (horizontal) waste outlet configuration.
   c. For non-standard sizes, multi-waste outlets and more, QuickDrain can help you customize a drain body. Lead times will apply. Please contact us at info@quickdrainusa.com.

4. Select Drain Cover and/or Finish

5. Select Waterproofing Option (see chart on page 9)
   a. Waterproofing Accessories – ShowerLine waterproofing kits are purchased separately. Choose between topical sheet waterproofing membrane or liquid waterproofing accessories for a four sided curbed or curbless application. The actual liquid will be supplied by the installer.

6. To make installation even easier, consider QuickDrain QuickSlope PET panels, available for both curbed and curbless applications.

Technical Support & Job Site Assistance

Our team is able to provide expert on-site instruction and support. We also help by providing early design drawings to get your project started off right.

QUESTIONS?
Call 866-998-6685
Email info@quickdrainusa.com

For a complete list of QuickDrain parts, materials and design options, visit QuickDrainUSA.com or call 866.998.6685
Commitment to community.

As part of our commitment to minimize our environmental footprint, we use 100% recycled plastic bottles (Polyethylene Terephthalate or PET) to manufacture our QuickSlope shower panels. These non-reactive, economical and shatterproof parts do not degrade over time and perform even under the toughest conditions at 145 PSI.

If you’re looking to obtain LEED certification for your next project, please contact a QuickDrain representative to hear about our selection of environmentally conscious products, which may qualify for LEED points.

13 million+
Plastic Bottles Recycled
For every QuickDrain shower panel installed, 450 plastic bottles are saved from landfills – 13 million bottles and counting.

About QuickDrain USA and Oatey
Part of the Oatey family of brands, QuickDrain USA is a premier manufacturer of curbless and curbed shower solutions for showers and wet areas. Since 1916, Oatey has provided reliable, high-quality products for the residential and commercial plumbing industries. Today, Oatey operates a comprehensive manufacturing and distribution network to supply more than 6,000 products for professional builders, contractors, engineers and do-it-yourself consumers around the world. The company has successfully met customer needs for more than a century by offering innovative plumbing solutions that deliver results the first time. All Oatey products and brands are backed with the highest-quality technical and customer support programs in the industry.
**POWER OF ONE**

**#1 in the industry.** Oatey® is the number one source for purchasing the leading brands in the plumbing and home improvement industries.

**One call does it all.** Only Oatey brings you the plumbing industry’s best brands in one source. Making it easy to purchase any product across all our brands on one invoice, in one shipment.

**HAVE QUESTIONS?**
CONTACT A QUICKDRAIN REPRESENTATIVE AT 866-998-6685

**NEED MORE INFORMATION?**
VISIT QUICKDRAINUSA.COM

deliver quality. build trust. improve lives.